GEOGRAPHY/HISTORY:

SCIENCE:

We will be looking at different seaside locations
in the UK and finding them on a map. We will be
investigating the physical and human features of
the seaside as well as looking at the oceans of
the world. We will also think about seaside
holidays in the past and how they are different
now.

We will be looking at different plants, naming them
and identifying their structure. We will also be
observing how seeds and bulbs grow into plants and
what plants need to stay healthy. Our experiments
are going to include finding out which part of a
runner bean plant appears first and what happens
to celery and Ox Eye Daisies when they are placed
in pots of different coloured water.

ENGLISH:
Through out this term we will be focusing on
creating our own stories, thinking really hard
about the language and vocabulary that we use.
We will also be making sure that we always use
the correct punctuation. There will be daily
guided reading sessions as well as handwriting
lessons every morning. We will also be practicing
applying our phonics skills to our spelling.

MATHS:

Termly Overview
Year 1 and 2
Summer term 2021
Live, Love, Learn.

PSHE: We will be identifying and talking about
our feelings. We will discuss how our feelings
can affect our behaviour and how we can manage
different feelings. We will be exploring the
story of Snap Happy Annie to help our
understanding of this.

RE: We will begin by thinking about special
places and talking about books that are special
to us. We will then explore the meaning of
sacred. We will look at sacred places including
our own church and share sacred texts.

ART AND DESIGN/ DT/ MUSIC:
In art and design, we will be developing a wide range of art and
design techniques including using collage, pattern and texture
and observational drawing. We will be studying different
artists to see how they work and what makes their artwork
unique.
In DT we will be working on our sewing skills to create a final,
handmade piece.
In music, we will be studying pitch using tuned instruments and
our voices. We will be working on practicing and performing our
own pitch pattern to accompany a song.
.

Please talk to your child at home about their
learning in school and encourage them to read at
home. Do ask if you have any queries about any of
your child’s learning.
Many thanks for your ongoing support,
Miss Whiteley and Miss Bryant

Throughout this term we will be looking at number
and place value up to 100. We will apply our skills
to multiplication and division as well as fractions.
We will use the correct vocabulary to describe
both 2D and 3D shapes, including their
properties, position and direction. The year will be
completed by looking at a variety of measure
including, time, money, length, weight and
capacity.

PHYSICAL/OUTDOOR EDUCATION:
During this term we will be mastering basic
movements including running, jumping, throwing
and catching, as well as developing balance, agility
and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a
range of activities. We will also be practicing for
sports day.
Please ensure your child’s PE kit is kept in school.

